Global Payments Provider Arms with Retail ID Web As
Coronavirus Fraud Incidents Surge
MELVILLE, NY – April 14, 2020– A world-renowned global payments provider is now using
Intellicheck, Inc.’s (Nasdaq: IDN) Retail ID Web, having accelerated its rollout of the advanced
technology solution in response to the coronavirus pandemic.
Retail ID Web is being used at the company’s domestic and international call centers. Call center
associates are using the technology solution for authentication of person-not-present applications for
charge and credit cards, business credit cards, gift cards, and prepaid cards, as well as non-card
products such as loans and membership rewards programs.
Intellicheck CEO Bryan Lewis said there couldn’t be a more crucial time for businesses to guard
against skyrocketing incidents of fraud. “The coronavirus has necessitated social distancing, and
unfortunately criminals don’t take time off for a pandemic, they just move online,” explained Lewis.
“We are seeing increased interest in Retail ID Web, which gives businesses an instant, affordable
solution. It requires no integration allowing businesses of any size to immediately begin
authenticating people in person-not present transactions,” concluded Lewis.
The global payments provider is a multinational financial services company widely recognized as one
of the largest credit card issuers. It provides innovative payment, travel and expense management
solutions for individuals and businesses of all sizes. This is the third major financial services company
to integrate Retail ID Web into its call center operations.
Retail ID Web is a proven frictionless, real-time technology solution that authenticates identification
documents, allowing companies to quickly and seamlessly respond to business and consumer
financial services product requests, while deterring losses associated with fraudulent applications.
Retail ID Web is a standalone web application that requires no system integration. The technology
solution engages the customer’s mobile device to capture identification documents for authentication.
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About Intellicheck
Intellicheck (Nasdaq: IDN) is a trusted industry leader in technology solutions that stop identity theft and fraud
with real-time identification authentication and age verification. We make it possible for our clients to increase
revenues, improve customer service, and increase operational efficiencies. The company is focused on
partnering with banks, credit card issuers and retailers to prevent fraud. Intellicheck also serves law
enforcement agencies, national defense clients and diverse state and federal government agencies. For more
information on Intellicheck, visit http://www.intellicheck.com/ and follow us on follow us on LinkedIn , Facebook,
and YouTube.

